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One sentence summary  25 

Developmental genetics and computational modelling unravel the mystery of how the 26 

grass leaf develops. 27 

 28 

Abstract  29 

The sheathing leaf found in grasses and other monocots is an evolutionary 30 

innovation, yet its origin has been a subject of longstanding debate. Here we 31 

revisit the problem in the light of developmental genetics and computational 32 

modelling. We show that the sheathing leaf likely arose through WOX-gene-33 

dependent extension of a primordial zone straddling concentric domains 34 

around the shoot apex. Patterned growth within this zone, oriented by two 35 

polarity fields, accounts for wild-type, mutant and mosaic grass leaf 36 

development, whereas zone contraction and growth remodelling accounts for 37 

eudicot leaf development. In contrast to the prevailing view, our results suggest 38 

that the sheath derives from petiole, whereas the blade derives from the rest of 39 

the eudicot leaf, consistent with homologies proposed in the 19th century.  40 

 41 

Main Text 42 

The grass leaf is a conundrum. Unlike a eudicot leaf, which typically has a broad 43 

lamina, narrow petiole and basal stipules (Fig.1A-C), the grass leaf has a cylindrical 44 

sheath supporting a strap-like blade (Fig.1D-F). The encircling sheath, a derived 45 

feature of monocots (1, 2), allows grasses to grow in height during the vegetative 46 

phase without extending stem internodes, keeping the apical meristem protected close 47 

to the ground.  48 



Evolution of the sheathing leaf presents two problems. First, unlike eudicot leaf 49 

primordia, which derive from a fraction of the apical meristem circumference, 50 

sheathing leaves derive from founder cells that encircle the meristem(1, 3, 4) (Fig.1G-51 

J). It is unclear how genes control this extension and subsequent primordium shaping.  52 

Second, the origins of sheath and blade are uncertain. In the 19th century, 53 

sheath was considered homologous to petiole, and blade to lamina: the petiole-sheath 54 

hypothesis (Fig.1K)(5). By the 20th century, the petiole-like parallel venation of 55 

grasses led to the idea that the entire grass leaf derives from the petiole (phyllode 56 

theory, (6–9), Fig.1L). Further comparative developmental studies led to the current 57 

petiole-leaf hypothesis: the grass leaf largely derives from the petiole base, while the 58 

tip (forerunner tip, or Vorläuferspitze) derives from the upper petiole and lamina (1, 59 

10–14) (Fig.1M). Here we revisit these problems through a combination of 60 

developmental genetics and computational modelling.  61 

The grass leaf primordium emerges from a primordium zone (PZ, white dotted 62 

outline, Fig.1N), which lacks KNOX expression(15).  The PZ straddles concentric 63 

domains that will give rise to the adaxial (upper) and abaxial (lower) regions of the leaf 64 

(blue, orange). These domains meet at a midplane boundary (green) (16, 17). The PZ 65 

is subdivided mediolaterally (Fig.1O,P) into central (blue), lateral (red) and marginal 66 

(cyan) domains(18). Marginal identity depends on  NARROWSHEATH genes (NS1 67 

and NS2), members of the WUSCHEL-RELATED HOMEOBOX (WOX) gene family 68 

(19, 20). ns1/2 double mutant leaf primordia do not fully encircle the apex, and produce 69 

leaves with narrower sheaths and proximal blades (21).  70 

To understand how these domains control leaf morphogenesis, and to clarify 71 

the homology hypotheses’ predictions, we modelled their growth.  In simulations, 72 



morphology is an emergent property that depends on how specified local growth rates 73 

interact with mechanical tissue constraints.  74 

To simulate  primordium emergence, we built on a recently proposed model 75 

based on growth oriented by two orthogonal polarity fields(22). The first polarity field 76 

(orthoplanar) runs from the outer tissue surface towards the ad-abaxial midplane 77 

(green, Fig.2A-B) to orient growth for primordium emergence, and towards an axial 78 

domain (dark blue, Fig.2B) to orient apex growth. Growth rates are specified in two 79 

orientations: KOP, parallel to the orthoplanar polarity, and KPER, perpendicular to 80 

orthoplanar polarity. Setting KPER greater than KOP in the PZ and apex, generates a 81 

ring-shaped primordium encircling the apex(Fig.2C-D).  82 

To generate a sloping primordium, we modulated KPER with the mediolateral 83 

identities(Fig.2E-F). However, the primordium lacks an upwardly-growing tip, unlike 84 

the real grass leaf primordium (Fig.2F cf Fig.1H), suggesting that a second polarity 85 

field, running parallel rather than orthogonal to the tissue surface, may be required to 86 

shape the primordium.  87 

To determine the orientation of this second polarity field we analysed an early 88 

indicator of epidermal polarity in grasses: the auxin transporter SISTER-OF-89 

PINFORMED1 (SoPIN1)(23).  Whole-mount immunolocalization of SoPIN1 in barley 90 

(24) revealed epidermal polarity converging at the primordium midpoint (green signal, 91 

white arrows, Fig.2G-H). We therefore introduced a proximodistal polarity field (blue 92 

arrows, Fig.2I), pointing from the PZ boundary towards the midpoint. Local growth 93 

rates could then be specified in three orientations: parallel to orthoplanar polarity (KOP), 94 

parallel to proximodistal polarity (KPD), and perpendicular to both (KPER)(Fig.2I).  Low 95 

KOP and combined mediolateral and proximodistal modulation (Fig.S2G-H) of KPD and 96 



KPER generated a sloping ring primordium with a shape and polarity pattern resembling 97 

that observed experimentally (Fig.2I-K cf. Fig.1G, Fig.2L cf. Fig.1H). 98 

To test whether this model could account for the narrowsheath1/2 (ns1/2) 99 

mutant, we first determined PZ extent in wild type and mutant using the CUP-100 

SHAPED-COTYLEDON2 (CUC2) boundary gene (25). In wild type, CUC2 expression 101 

encircled the meristem, whereas in ns1/2, the PZ was truncated by a new CUC2 102 

expression boundary (Fig.2M-N). To model the ns1/2 mutant, we similarly truncated 103 

the PZ by removing the marginal domain (Fig.2O). This removal generated a narrower 104 

primordium (Fig.2P-Q) that matched the morphology of ns1/2 (20). 105 

We next studied formation of sheath and blade. The marginal regions of the 106 

sheath derive from an overlapping domain, evidenced by clonal sectors that mark both 107 

sheath margins, with unmarked regions in between(3,21) (yellow-green-yellow sector, 108 

Fig.3A). To clarify how overlap arises, we localized CUC2 expression after primordium 109 

emergence. Instead of a continuous ring (Fig.2M), we observed a diagonal line of 110 

CUC2 expression in the marginal domain, delimiting overlapping PZ ends (Fig.3B). In 111 

ns1/2 mutants the PZ had blunt ends delimited by CUC2 (Fig.3C). Thus, NS1/2 are 112 

needed to extend the PZ and establish overlapping ends. 113 

We incorporated these findings into a model for later developmental stages by 114 

considering the primordium as a ring-shaped tissue with overlapping ends (Fig.3D). 115 

Tissue was modelled as a sheet, with KPD and KPER corresponding to planar growth 116 

rates, and KOP to growth rate in sheet thickness. A clonal sector (yellow, Fig.3D) was 117 

introduced to allow comparison with observed sectors.  118 

Using similar growth patterns to those used above (Fig.S4) generated a sloping 119 

primordium (Fig.3E cf. Fig.1H).  KPD and KPER were modulated in the central, lateral 120 

and marginal domains, leading to a wrapped primordium (Fig.3F cf. Fig.1I). SHEATH 121 



identity was then introduced (Fig.3G cf. Fig.1J), consistent with the timing of sheath 122 

margin emergence (3, 4), and further modulated growth rates. The result was a leaf 123 

with typical grass morphology and a yellow-green-yellow sector (Fig.3H cf. Fig.3A). 124 

As a further test of the model, we removed marginal identity. The result was a 125 

more open primordium shape (Fig.3I-K), a mature leaf with a narrow sheath and 126 

proximal blade (Fig.3L), and a clonal sector marking a single sheath margin; all 127 

features observed experimentally in ns1/2 mutants (20, 21).   128 

Taken together, our findings suggest two roles for NS1/2 in the marginal 129 

domain: (1) Extension of the PZ and midplane to encircle the meristem and (2) 130 

Promotion of growth perpendicular to the midplane to drive primordium emergence 131 

and planar growth, shaped through differential regulation of KPD and KPER. 132 

To explore the relationship between grass and eudicot leaves, we modified the 133 

grass models to produce a eudicot leaf, effectively reversing the steps taken during 134 

evolution. In the eudicot Arabidopsis PRESSED FLOWER (PRS) is the orthologue of 135 

maize NS1/2. prs mutants lack stipules, and wox1 mutations enhance this phenotype 136 

to produce narrow leaves (26, 27). 3D image analysis showed that stipules emerge 137 

later in marginal positions in wild-type leaves (as previously shown by live imaging 138 

(28)), and early prs/wox1 primordia are narrower than wild type (Fig.S9). We therefore 139 

modelled the eudicot leaf primordium by contracting the PZ to a fraction of the apical 140 

circumference (Fig.4A-C), assigning stipule identity to the marginal domain, and 141 

creating an outer lateral domain(dark red Fig.4B-C). Growth patterns were specified 142 

in a similar manner to the grass leaf model but with modified distributions to generate 143 

a eudicot primordium (Fig.4D, Fig.S2I-J).  The prs mutant was recapitulated by 144 

removing the marginal domain (Fig.4E-F), and prs/wox1 by removing both the 145 

marginal and part of the outer lateral domains (Fig.4G-H).  146 



To determine whether the model could also account for mutants which lack ad-147 

abaxial distinctions, we truncated the PZ to the central domain, replaced adaxial with 148 

abaxial identity, and the midplane with an axial domain (Fig.4I-K). This led to a 149 

radialised leaf, as observed in abaxialised mutants (Fig.4K)(29). Thus, ad-abaxial 150 

genes may normally act to extend an axial domain to a midplane and promote planar 151 

growth, supporting the idea that a midplane organizes the outgrowth of leaf blades 152 

(22, 27).  153 

To simulate later stages of eudicot leaf development, we first modelled the 154 

petiole-sheath hypothesis (Fig.1K) by increasing KPER in the BLADE relative to 155 

SHEATH. The result was a eudicot-like leaf, with SHEATH corresponding to petiole, 156 

BLADE to lamina (Fig.4L-O). We next modelled the petiole-leaf hypothesis (Fig. 1I) by 157 

subdividing the primordium domain fated to form the grass leaf tip (upper leaf zone) 158 

into two subdomains (orange and purple, Fig.3E-H), and inhibiting KPAR proximal to 159 

this (Fig.S6).  This generated a eudicot-like leaf (Fig.4P-S). In both models growth was 160 

promoted in the marginal domain after primordium emergence but inhibited at the 161 

marginal-lateral boundary leading to the formation of stipules (Fig.4O,S, Fig.S9). 162 

Although both models can generate a eudicot leaf morphology, they make 163 

different assumptions and predictions. The petiole-leaf hypothesis assumes additional 164 

proximal-distal domains and is therefore less parsimonious. In addition, the petiole-165 

leaf hypothesis predicts petiole mainly derives from the middle of the early primordium 166 

(orange, Fig.4S), whereas the petiole-sheath hypothesis predicts petiole derives from 167 

the primordium base (Fig.4O). Live imaging supports the petiole-sheath prediction(30, 168 

31). The petiole-leaf hypothesis predicts the prs/wox1 mutant has a narrow petiole 169 

base (Fig.4V), whereas the petiole-sheath hypothesis predicts a narrow petiole and 170 

lamina (Fig.4U) as is observed. The petiole-leaf hypothesis further predicts that 171 



homologues of petiole identity genes act throughout the grass leaf, except the tip, 172 

whereas the petiole-sheath hypothesis predicts sheath-specific activity.  Grass 173 

homologues of the Arabidopsis petiole identity gene BLADE ON PETIOLE (BOP) are 174 

expressed in the sheath, and expression stops at the sheath-blade boundary when 175 

this becomes morphologically evident (Fig. 4W, (32, 33)), and rice triple knock-out bop 176 

mutants affect sheath, but not blade development (32, 33).  Taken together, these 177 

findings strongly support the petiole-sheath hypothesis. 178 

We show how a common ground plan of identities may modulate specified 179 

growth to produce eudicot or grass leaf morphogenesis. In eudicots, WOX genes act 180 

redundantly to extend the PZ and promote leaf and stipule planar growth (27, 34, 35). 181 

The pattern of redundancy may vary among eudicot species, as tobacco mutants in 182 

the PRS orthologue have very narrow leaves(36) instead of lacking stipules. A key 183 

step in grass evolution was extension of primordium identity and WOX activity along 184 

the ad-abaxial boundary to encircle the apex, driving primordium emergence and 185 

planar growth. Further modulation of planar growth in the petiole and lamina domains 186 

led to grass sheath and blade morphogenesis respectively, consistent with the 19th 187 

century view of homology (Fig.1K). Other anatomical traits, such as venation patterns, 188 

may represent further elaborations rather than being primary indicators of homology. 189 

Our findings are comparable to those from animal Evo-Devo studies, where a 190 

discarded hypothesis - the notion that the ventral side of insects corresponds to the 191 

dorsal sides of vertebrates - was reinstated in the light of fresh developmental genetic 192 

evidence (37). We further provide a mechanistic link between developmental genes 193 

involved and their morphogenetic effects. 194 

 195 
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 358 

Fig. 1. Eudicot and grass leaf 359 

(A-F) Eudicot Arabidopsis thaliana(A-C) and grass Zea mays(D-F). (A,D)Seedlings. 360 

Shoot apical meristem (SAM) position: arrow. Scalebar:1cm. Mature leaf 361 

morphology(B,E). Venation patterns(C-F). (G-J) Optical projection tomography of 362 

maize leaf primordia. P1 viewed from side or rotated 90o (top-down view)(J). P2 and 363 

P3 from side(K-L). P4/P5 with wrapped margins (front view, M). Meristem: M.  364 

Primordium: dotted line. Scalebar:100µm. (K-M) Proposed homologies between 365 

eudicot and grass leaves. (N-P) Domains in the grass leaf primordium. Primordial 366 

zone(PZ, dotted line) encircles the meristem, and straddles the boundary(green) 367 

between the abaxial(orange) and adaxial(blue) domains(N). Central(blue), 368 



lateral(red), marginal(cyan) domains in the PZ(O) and the mature leaf(P) (modified 369 

from (18)). Midvein tip(*). 370 



 371 



Fig. 2. Grass leaf primordium emergence models 372 

(A) Meristem apex with a pre-pattern of abaxial (orange) and adaxial (blue) identities. 373 

Primordial zone (PZ, dotted line) straddles the abaxial-adaxial midplane (green). (B) 374 

Section through (A). Orthoplanar polarity (black arrows) runs from the surface towards 375 

midplane and axial (dark blue) domains. (C-D) Fate of (A) if specified growth rate in 376 

PZ is high perpendicular to orthoplanar polarity. (E-F) As (C-D) but with specified 377 

growth rate increasing towards the midvein. (G-H) Whole-mount immunolocalisation 378 

of SoPIN1 (green) in barley P1/P2 primordia without (G) or with (H) cell wall signal 379 

(CW, magenta). SoPIN1 polarity: white arrows. (n=4) (I) Central (blue), lateral (red) 380 

and marginal (cyan) domains. Proximodistal (PD) field (blue arrows) runs from the PZ 381 

boundary towards the midvein tip (*) and apex (A). Axes illustrate specified growth 382 

rate orientations.  (J-L) Model output at P1 (rear J, or oblique K, views) and P2 (L). 383 

(M-N) ZmCUC2 in situ hybridization in transverse sections of wildtype (M) and 384 

narrowsheath1/2 (N) vegetative maize meristems (n=4). Primordium: dotted line.  (O) 385 

ns1/2 domains. (P-Q) PZ truncation by marginal domain removal (arrowhead). 386 

Scalebars:100µm.  387 

 388 

 389 

 390 

 391 

 392 



 393 

Fig. 3: Grass leaf tissue sheet model  394 

(A) Single clonal sector (yellow) can mark both  margins of the leaf with an intervening 395 

unmarked region (green, arrowhead, adapted from (21)). Box enlarged on right. (B-C) 396 

ZmCUC2 in situ hybridization in transverse sections of wildtype(B) and 397 



narrowsheath1/2(C) vegetative maize meristems (n=4). P4/5: dotted line. Sheath 398 

margin: arrowhead. Scalebars:100µm. (D-L) Tissue sheet model. Initial ring with 399 

overlapping margins intersected by a clonal sector (yellow, D). Primordial zone(PZ) 400 

has central(blue), lateral(red) and marginal(cyan) domains. Proximodistal(PD) 401 

polarity(blue arrows) runs from the PZ boundary towards the midvein tip(*). Axes 402 

illustrate specified growth rates. Upper leaf domain (proximal- orange, distal- purple). 403 

Model output at P2(E) and P3(F). SHEATH identity (dark overlay and bracket) 404 

introduced at P4(G). (H) Final output with the sector marking both margins with 405 

intervening unmarked region (arrowhead). The contribution of the marginal domain to 406 

the blade is under-represented as the model maturation is accelerated compared to a 407 

real grass leaf. (I-L) Marginal domain removal generates a non-wrapping 408 

primordium(J-K), and a narrow-sheathed leaf with the sector marking one sheath 409 

margin(L).  410 



 411 

Fig. 4: Eudicot leaf models 412 



(A-B) Eudicot leaf primordium domains. Primordial zone (PZ, dotted line) straddles 413 

the midplane (green) between the abaxial (orange) and adaxial (blue) domains (A). 414 

Central (blue), lateral (light red), outer lateral (dark red), marginal (cyan) domains in 415 

the PZ (B). (C-G) Volumetric primordium emergence models, with the proximodistal 416 

(PD) polarity field (blue arrows). midvein tip (*) apex (A). Wild-type (C-D), prs (E-F) 417 

and prs/wox1 mutants (G-H). Arrowhead: missing domains. (I-K) Abaxialised mutant, 418 

(restricted PZ to central domain, and axial midplane) with a radialised primordium. (L-419 

V) Eudicot leaf tissue sheet models. PD polarity runs from the PZ boundary towards 420 

the midvein tip. Putative proximal upper leaf (PUL, orange) and distal upper leaf (DUL, 421 

purple) domains. Asymmetries in leaf shape arise from the initial ring having 422 

overlapping ends and fluctuations from mesh subdivision. (L-O) Petiole-sheath 423 

hypothesis. (P-S) Petiole-leaf hypothesis.  Model output at P2 (M, P-Q). SHEATH 424 

identity (dark gray overlay, bracket) introduced at P4 (N, R). Final output (O,S). (T) prs 425 

mutant in the petiole-sheath model (loss of marginal). (U-V) Marginal and outer lateral 426 

domain truncation generates a narrow primordium a narrow lamina leaf in the petiole-427 

sheath model (U), but not the petiole-leaf model (V).  (S) ZmTRU1 immunolocalisation 428 

in a maize vegetative shoot apex longitudinal section (n=4). Ligule: arrowhead. Leaf 429 

primordia plastochrons: P1-P6. Scalebar:100µm. 430 

  431 
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Materials and Methods 465 

Antibodies 466 

The TRU1 primary antibody, was provided by the Chuck lab (32), and used at a 1:400 467 

dilution. The SoPIN1 primary antibody was provided by Devin O’Connor and the Hake 468 

lab (23) and used at a 1:200 dilution.  Standard anti-guinea pig-Alkaline Phosphatase 469 

conjugated secondary antibodies (Sigma Aldrich, A5062) were used in the TRU1 470 

immunolocalisation experiments at a 1:400 dilution. Standard anti-guinea pig-471 

Alexa488 secondary antibodies from Life Technologies (A11073,lot 1235789) were 472 

used in the SoPIN1 immunolocalisation experiments, at a 1:200 dilution. 473 

 474 

Immunolocalisation 475 

Maize vegetative shoots were fixed in 4% PFA/ 0.1% DMSO/ 0.1% Triton-X100 476 

overnight, before embedding in paraplast plus. 10µm sections were mounted on Probe 477 

on Plus slides (Fisher Scientific) on water and dried overnight on at 37°C. 478 

Immunolocalisation of KN1 was carried out on the sectioned tissue based on the 479 

method described in (38) . The method is briefly outlined here. Sections were dewaxed 480 

in histoclear (National Diagnostics), then rehydrated through a descending ethanol 481 

series (100%, 100%, 95%, 85%, 70%, 50%, 30%, water). Slides were then vigorously 482 

boiled in 10mM citrate solution, pH6 for 10mins. Once cooled, slides were washed in 483 

PBS, then blocked in 1% BSA in PBS and 0.3% Triton-X100 for 3 hours. Slides were 484 

then washed in PBS, and incubated in primary antibody in 1% BSA in PBS, overnight 485 

at 4°C. Slides were washed three times in PBS/0.3% Triton-X100 and once with PBS, 486 

then incubated in secondary antibody in 1% BSA in PBS for 2 hours at room 487 

temperature. Once complete, slides were washed three times in PBS/0.3% Triton-488 

X100 and once with PBS, then incubated in 0.05M MgCl2/TBS, pH9.5. To visualize 489 



the antibody localization, slides were incubated in 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl 490 

phosphate (BCIP)/ nitroblue tetrazolium (NBT) mix (Roche, #11681451001) in 0.05M 491 

MgCl2/TBS, pH9.5 to develop dark precipitate signal (~30mins-1hour). The 492 

precipitation reaction was stopped through rinsing with deionized water. Slides were 493 

then imaged on a Leica dissecting microscope under water in brightfield conditions.  494 

Tissues incubated with anti-SoPIN1 were stained for 20 minutes in 0.1% 495 

calcofluor (fluorescent brightener 28, Sigma-Aldrich #F3543), washed and mounted in 496 

water and imaged on a Leica SP8 confocal microscope. The subcellular localization 497 

of SoPIN1 was assessed in relation to the calcofluor cell wall stain using FIJI(39). 498 

 499 

Wholemount Immunolocalisation 500 

Barley vegetative meristems with different stage leaf primordia attached were 501 

dissected from seedlings when the 3rd leaf was emerging, then fixed in FAA (50% 502 

ethanol, 5% acetic acid, 3.7% formaldehyde (Sigma Aldrich)) with 1% DMSO and 503 

0.5% Triton-X100, placed under vacuum (at least 25Hg) for 3 replicates of 10mins, 504 

then fixed overnight at 4°C. Whole-mount immunolocalisation of SoPIN1, and 505 

subsequent calcofluor white staining of the cell walls, was carried out as described 506 

previously in (24). Samples were stored in PBS, and imaged under PBS on a Leica 507 

SP5 (II) confocal microscope using a x25 dipping lens (Calcofluor, violet laser diode, 508 

405nm excitation laser, and PMT detectors, 400-480nm; Alexa-488, argon ion, 488nm 509 

excitation laser and PMT detectors 500-575nm). Z-stack images of the meristems and 510 

leaf primordia, where analysed using FIJI (39).  The subcellular localisation of SoPIN1 511 

relative to the calcofluor cell wall stain was analysed by hand in FIJI and a white arrow 512 

was added to indicate localization orientation.   513 

 514 



Optical Projection Tomography 515 

Maize shoot apexes were dissected from 2-week-old B73 seedlings, and fixed in 100% 516 

ethanol. These were further dissected under 100% ethanol to the desired primordium 517 

stage, and then stained with propidium iodide using the following protocol. Samples 518 

were fixed in 100% ethanol overnight, then rehydrated to 80% ethanol before boiling 519 

at 80°C for 12 minutes. Gradual rehydration was then completed to water, and the 520 

samples were incubated for 12 hours with alpha-amylase solution (20mM Sodium 521 

phosphate buffer (pH7), 2mM NaCl, 0.25mM CaCl2, 0.3mg/ml alpha-amylase from 522 

Bacillus licheniformis (Sigma Aldrich A4551)) at 37°C. The samples were then washed 523 

in water and incubated with 1% periodic acid (Sigma Aldrich, 3951) for 1 hour. Once 524 

completed the samples were washed in water and incubated in Schiff Reagent (PI) 525 

(100mM sodium metabisulphite and 0.15M HCl; propidium iodide to a final 526 

concentration of 100 mg/mL) for 2 hours. Final samples were washed in water and 527 

mounted in low melting point agarose, cut to a prism shape, and cleared in BABB (2: 528 

1 benzyl benzoate: benzyl alcohol). Imaging was carried out on the Coen lab prototype 529 

OPT microscope as described in(24). Images were taken at 400 angles, using white 530 

light through the GFP1 filter, and UV light through the GFP1 and TXR filters. The 531 

images were aligned using NRecon (NRecon, version 1.6.3.3; SkyScan 2010) and 532 

reconstructed and visualized using Drishtii (40). 533 

 534 

Image Processing 535 

Figures were assembled using Adobe Photoshop, with standardized scale bars and 536 

added annotations. All images shown are representative of more than 3 biological 537 

replicates.  538 

 539 



In situ Hybridisation 540 

Antisense probes targeted to ZmCUC2 (GRMZM2G139701) mRNA (primers: CUC2-541 

F1 TACCATTTCCTCCCCAGCTC, CUC2-R1 GAACGACGACCCAGTCACTT). In situ 542 

hybridization was carried out as in (41) outlined here in brief. Tissue was 543 

deparaffinised using histoclear, then rehydrated through an ethanol series.  Samples 544 

were digested using 100µg/mL pronase (Sigma-Aldrich #P6611) in 100mMTris/5mM 545 

EDTA, pH7.5, for 30minutes at 37°C. Digestion was stopped by the addition of 0.2% 546 

glycine before washing and re-fixing in 4% formaldehyde/PBS for 10minutes. Slides 547 

were then treated in 0.1M Triethanolamine-HCl / 0.5% Acetic Anhydride (Sigma-548 

Aldrich #320102) for 10 minutes before dehydrating through an ethanol series. Tissue 549 

was incubated overnight with the probes at a 1:100 dilution in hybridisation buffer 550 

(0.375M NaCl, 12.5mM Tris-HCl pH8, 12.5mM Sodium Phosphate pH6.8, 6.25mM 551 

EDTA, 50% deionized formamide, 12.5% dextran sulfate, 1.25x Denhardt solution, 552 

0.0125mg/mL tRNA) at 50°C. Slides were washed in 0.2x SSC at 55°C, then treated 553 

with RNAse (1:1000 dilution of 10mg/mL RNAse in 0.5M NaCl/10mM Tris/ 1mM EDTA, 554 

pH7.5) at 37°C for 30 minutes, before repeating the SSC washes. Slides were blocked 555 

in Roche Blocking Reagent (#11-096-176-001) for 30 minutes, washed in 1% BSA/0.3 556 

% Triton-X100/TBS, and incubated at 4°C with a 1:1250 dilution of anti-Dioxigenin-AP 557 

Fab fragments (Roche, #11093274910) in 1% BSA/0.3 % Triton-X100/TBS overnight. 558 

Slides were then washed with in 1% BSA/0.3 % Triton-X100/TBS, then in 0.05M 559 

MgCl2/TBS, pH9.5. To visualize the probe localisation, the tissue was incubated in 560 

1:50 dilution of NBT/BCIP in 0.05M MgCl2/TBS, pH9.5, until dark precipitate formed. 561 

The staining reaction was stopped by transferring to TE buffer and the slides were 562 

imaged on a Leica MZ16F microscope with a Qimaging Micropublisher camera under 563 

water and brightfield conditions.  564 



 565 

Primordium Measurements  566 

Wild type Columbia (Col) and prs/wox1 (from Yuling Jiao, Chinese Academy of 567 

Sciences) double mutant (Col) Arabidopsis seed were sterilized and plated, then cold-568 

stratified at 4°C for at least 4 days on MS plates (1xMurashige and Skoog Basal Salts, 569 

1xGambourg’s vitamins, 0.8% sucrose, 0.5 mM MES, 0.3% Gelzan). Plates were 570 

moved to growth chambers under long day conditions (22°C, 50% humidity, 16 hours 571 

at 100 µmols light). 12-14 days later, cotyledons, large early leaves, and roots were 572 

dissected off, and seedlings were fixed overnight in ice cold FAA (3.7% formalin, 5% 573 

acetic acid and 50% ethanol, EtOH), then dehydrated to 100% EtOH for storage at 574 

4°C.  575 

Samples were stained with propidium iodide based on (42, 43) as follows in brief. 576 

Seedlings were rehydrated to water, then stained with propidium iodide (1% periodic 577 

acid for 1 hour, then 10µg/mL propidium iodide in pseudo-Schiff buffer (100mM 578 

sodium metabisulphite, 0.15N HCl in water) overnight). To mount samples were 579 

dehydrated to 100% EtOH before clearing in methyl salicylate overnight at 4°C. 580 

Cleared Arabidopsis shoot apical meristems (SAMs) and young leaf primordia were 581 

imaged at the Cornell Institute of Biotechnology’s Imaging Facility using the Zeiss 582 

LSM880 confocal microscope on an inverted platform. PI staining was excited with the 583 

514 nm argon laser, collecting an emission bandwidth between 539 and 735 nm 584 

through a C-Apochromat 40x/1.2 W Korr FCS M27 objective. Tissue was arranged in 585 

a longitudinal orientation (XY) and z-stacks were acquired as optical median sections 586 

through the SAM and young P1 and P2 leaf primordia. Z-stack slice interval was set 587 

to 1:1:1, x:y:z with a step size of 0.415 µmin all dimensions, and 16-bit images were 588 

obtained.  589 



Image stacks were collected in .CZI format and then converted to .TIFF using FIJI 590 

freeware. Stacks were then analyzed in VolView 3.2 (Kitware) via orthogonal 591 

projections. For angle of insertion measurements (Ai), the tip of the SAM was marked 592 

and maintained while traveling down XZ slices and served as the vertex of Ai. The two 593 

arms of Ai connected the vertex (on the SAM) to the two edges of the leaf primordia 594 

where it connected to the SAM.  As the optical sectioning continued down the 595 

orthogonal XZ slices, a white line between the SAM and the leaf primordia is observed 596 

marking where the cell walls of the leaf primordia aligned with the cell walls at the edge 597 

of the SAM. Measurements for Ai were taken below this point to only measure the 598 

region where the leaf primordia attached to the SAM. For WT samples with stipules, 599 

measurements on P2 include the emerging stipules. Ai measurements were taken on 600 

alternating subsequent slices traveling down the XZ stack until the edges of leaf 601 

primordia were too difficult to define. The final five measurements for a primordium in 602 

a sample were averaged to represent the maximum angle of insertion, while 603 

minimizing slice to slice variation. Data analysis was preformed using Microsoft Excel. 604 

T-tests assuming equal variance were used to determine significant differences in Ai 605 

for WT and prs/wox1 double mutant samples.  606 



Supplementary Text: Model Descriptions  607 

Model Aims  608 

The following models aim to broadly capture the morphology of the leaf primordium in 609 

grasses and eudicots at different stages of development by placing them in a common 610 

framework with a shared starting point (the apex for volumetric models and the ring 611 

for the sheet models). By developing the models, we aimed to clarify predictions of 612 

different hypotheses relating to leaf homology in the grass leaf and eudicot leaf, and 613 

highlight correspondences along the mediolateral axis in relation to genetic data. The 614 

models do not represent any particular grass or eudicot species, but try to capture key 615 

morphological transitions, potential gene functional domains and overall growth 616 

patterns in a generic manner.  617 

 618 
Model Limitations  619 

The models have several limitations. There is not attempt to match observed growth 620 

rates precisely where they are known (previously published models do this more 621 

effectively) but to provide patterns that are broadly consistent with observations. Later 622 

developmental stages are compressed for computational convenience, which again 623 

precludes precise alignment with experimental data. The models lack collision 624 

detection, which means that if two parts of the mesh collide they will pass through 625 

each other rather than providing mechanical feedback. Mechanical constraints from 626 

neighbouring leaves or from the encircled stem/apex, which might prevent the leaf 627 

from bending back, are therefore not present and there is no attempt to correctly 628 

capture the extent to which the leaf leans back at later stages. For similar reasons, the 629 

model may be more prone to buckling than is the case for real leaves.   630 

 631 

 632 



Model Description 633 

Models are constrained by the need to capture the main morphological transitions 634 

observed, while also incorporating the general observation that growth is mainly driven 635 

from proximal regions. Only local growth rates are specified and thus all changes in 636 

curvature (e.g. primordium emergence, wrapping) arise as emergent features through 637 

the mechanical constraints of tissue connectivity. We model generic grass and 638 

stipulate eudicot leaves and there is no attempt to precisely match quantitative values 639 

in either case.  The aim is to clarify predictions different hypotheses make and evaluate 640 

them against experimental data. 641 

All of the models covering the initiation (volumetric models), wrapping, and 642 

expansion stages of leaf development (sheet models) are implemented in Matlab 643 

using the freely available software GFtbox (http://sourceforge.net/projects/gftbox/). 644 

Full code for all models is available from Github.   645 

In all models the tissue is treated as a continuous volume, in which each region 646 

has specified growth rates that define both the orientations and rates of growth it would 647 

undergo if in mechanical isolation. Resultant growth rates are those attained when the 648 

region is mechanically connected with the rest of the tissue.  The differences between 649 

the specified and resultant growth rates is the residual strain. The deformation of the 650 

tissue is computed such that residual strain is minimised. After each step in the model 651 

residual strain is assumed to dissipate for the first three phases of growth, reflecting 652 

the irreversible nature of plant growth. For the final phase of the grass model, residual 653 

strain is retained as elastic forces may contribute to the opening of the leaf. While this 654 

is likely valid for much of primordium development, residual strains may accumulate 655 

during later stages of development as the tissue becomes stronger and less plastic.  656 

 657 



 The models are defined by two coordinated networks: the polarity regulatory 658 

network (PRN) which defines polarity fields, and the growth regulatory network (KRN) 659 

which defines specified growth rates. These networks are influenced by factors which 660 

can be defined as identity factors, denoted by i, or signalling factors denoted by s which 661 

can diffuse within the tissue during growth. Signalling factors diffuse according to the 662 

following equation, where x denotes the specific factor: 663 

!Sx / !t = Dx "	2Sx – Dex Sx 664 

Where D is the diffusion constant, De is the decay constant, and S is the concentration 665 

of the signalling factor.  666 

Growth rates can be restricted to domains defined by these factors, or modulated by 667 

them. Growth rates can be promoted by factors, where promotion is specified by:  668 

   pro(z, iX)     or     pro(z, sX >= L) 669 

where iX denotes an identity factor, sX denotes a signalling factor, L denotes a 670 

threshold level, and z is the extent to which the factor promotes growth rate. pro 671 

denotes multiplication of the growth rate by 1+zX. Growth rates can also be inhibited 672 

by factors, where inhibition is specified by: 673 

inh(z, iX)     or     inh(z, sX >= L) 674 

where iX denotes an identity factor, sX denotes a signalling factor, L denotes a 675 

threshold level, and z is the extent to which the factor inhibits growth rate. inh denotes 676 

multiplication of the growth rate by 1/(1+ zX).  677 

Below we describe the KRNs for each model. We use boldface for vectors of 678 

values (each vector has one value per mesh vertex), and italic for scalar values. 679 

Multiplication of vectors is elementwise and indicated by an asterisk. Identity factors 680 

are assigned a value of 1 where they are expressed. The expression (1-fx) generates 681 

the complementary expression pattern for factor fx. The expression (sx <tsX) indicates 682 



vertices where factor sx is less than a threshold value tsX.  General parameters are 683 

indicated by ny, where y denotes the parameter index. Parameters related to the action 684 

of a signalling or identity factor are denoted by mx, px, and hx  where x defines the factor 685 

the parameter relates to. m defines multiplication, p promotion, and h inhibition. All 686 

model parameters are listed in Tables S1 and S2.  687 

 688 

Volumetric Models of Primordium Emergence (Fig.2, Fig.4C-K, Fig.S1, Fig.S2, 689 

Fig.S3) 690 

The primordium emergence models are volumetric GFtbox models, based on a 691 

hemisphere shape (radius of 1, height of 1), with 64188 finite elements. Factors are 692 

set up from steps 0 to 3. This setup phase is followed by a single growth phase in 693 

which the identity factors define specified growth rates. All models have both an APEX 694 

factor (Fig.S1A, black) that defines the apex of the meristem and a PZ factor that 695 

defines the primordium (Fig.S1A, grey). The remaining factors in the model can be 696 

classified based on their distribution three axes: ad-adaxial, mediolateral, 697 

proximodistal (Fig.2, Fig.S1). 698 

 Growth orientations are defined relative to polarity fields. All models share a 699 

single orthoplanar polarity field which points from the surface of the hemisphere 700 

towards the MIDPLANE and the CORE identity regions. This field is required for 701 

outgrowth from the hemisphere (Fig.2B). The wildtype grass leaf, narrowsheath 702 

mutant, and eudicot models also share a second proximal-distal (PD) polarity field 703 

which points from the boundary of the PZ towards the midvein tip (Fig.2I). 704 

 In each model the identity factors illustrated in Fig.2 and Fig.S1 are used to 705 

modulate three specified growth rates. One growth rate (KOP) is defined parallel to the 706 

orthoplanar polarity field. The other two growth rates are in the plane perpendicular to 707 



the orthoplanar polarity field: KPD is aligned with proximal distal polarity and KPER is 708 

perpendicular to KPD (and KOP). 709 

In all volumetric models, KOP is set to a low level in the APEX domain and zero 710 

elsewhere. Growth perpendicular to the orthoplanar axis (KPD and KPER) are also at a 711 

constant low rate in the APEX domain. This growth rate pattern drives enlargement of 712 

the meristem apex. Common to all models, growth rates perpendicular to the 713 

orthoplanar polarity (KPD and KPER) are enhanced in the PZ domain (Fig.S2).  714 

 715 

Formation of ring primordium (Fig.2C,D, Fig.S2A-D):  716 

KOP is low (zero except for a very low level in the APEX domain). KPD and KPER are 717 

high in the PZ and APEX domains. As there is no proximal distal polarity field in this 718 

model, KPD and KPER are equal: 719 

KOP = mAPEX  * iAPEX 720 

KPD = mAPEX  * iAPEX + mPZ  * iPZ 721 

KPER = KPD 722 

Formation of sloping ring primordium (Fig.2E-F, Fig.S2E-F):  723 

Same as previous model except growth perpendicular to the orthoplanar polarity field 724 

is modulated by medio-lateral factors such that it is highest in CENTRAL, then 725 

LATERAL, and lowest in the MARGINAL domain. Growth is also inhibited by a graded 726 

factor from the margin, sPZMARGIN.  727 

KOP = mAPEX  iAPEX 728 

KPD = mAPEX  iAPEX  729 

+ (mCENTRAL iCENTRAL + mLATERAL iLATERAL + mMARGINAL iMARGINAL) * iPZ 730 

 * inh (hsPZMARGIN , sPZMARGIN ) 731 



KPER = KPD 732 

 733 

Leaf primordium models (Fig.2I-L, P-Q, Fig.4C-K, Fig.S2G-L):  734 

Both the eudicot and grass primordium emergence models share the same KRN. In 735 

these models a proximal-distal polarity axis is introduced, allowing the separate 736 

specification of KPD and KPER.  Proximodistal polarity converges on the midvein tip and 737 

therefore tends to orient circumferentially near the PZ rim and longitudinally further 738 

from the rim and centrally. To generate an upward growing primordium with a tip, KPER 739 

is therefore enhanced through promotion by sRIM (Fig. S2H) and KPD is enhanced in 740 

a complementary domain through restriction by sRIM (Fig. S2G). In addition, KPD and 741 

KPER are modulated mediolaterally, and is enhanced proximally (Fig.S2G) through 742 

restriction by sRIM. KPER is also modulated mediolaterally (promoted by CENTRAL and 743 

LATERAL and inhibited by sPZMARGIN) to generate a mediolateral gradient in growth 744 

rates.  KPD and KPER are also promoted by ABAXIAL to reduce bending back of the 745 

primordium. KPER is inhibited by sTIP and sMID to prevent widening of the primordium 746 

tip 747 

KOP = mAPEX iAPEX 748 

KPD = mAPEX iAPEX  749 

+ (mCENTRAL iCENTRAL + mLATERAL iLATERAL + mMARGINAL iMARGINAL) * iPZ 750 

* inh (hsPZMARGIN, sPZMARGIN)  751 

* pro (pABAXIAL, iABAXIAL)  752 

* (n1 + (sRIM < tsRIM)) 753 

KPER = mAPEX iAPEX  754 

+ mCENTRAL.PZ iCENTRAL* iPZ + mLATERAL.PZ iLATERAL* iPZ 755 

* pro (psMID, (sMID < tsMID) * pro (pABAXIAL, iABAXIAL) * inh (hsTIP, sTIP) * (sRIM < tsRIM) 756 



* inh (hsPZMARGIN, sPZMARGIN)) 757 

* inh (hsMID, (sMID > tsMID))  758 

 759 

The narrowsheath and prs models are the same as the wildtype leaf models, except 760 

MARGINAL is set to zero and the PZ is truncated by loss of the marginal domain. In 761 

the prs/wox1 mutant model MARGINAL and OLATERAL are set to zero and the PZ is 762 

truncated by loss of both the MARGINAL domain and the outer part of the LATERAL 763 

domain.  The abaxialised mutant model is the same as wildtype, except ADAXIAL is 764 

set to zero, ABAXIAL is expressed throughout, the PZ is restricted to the CENTRAL 765 

domain, and the midplane is reduced to an axial domain.  766 

 767 

Tissue Sheet Models of Further Primordium Development (Fig.3, Fig.4) 768 

The sheet models are based on a ring-shaped canvas with overlapping edges.  The 769 

ring is 0.03mm high with a radius of 0.07mm and contains 5457 finite elements. 770 

Factors are set up from timesteps 0 to 0.32. This setup phase is then followed by a 771 

series of growth phases in which the identity factors modulate the specified growth 772 

rates.  773 

Most previous eudicot leaf models are held in a plane (30, 31, 44) and do not 774 

address primordium emergence, or how curvature out of the plane is generated and 775 

controlled.  To model both the curvature and shape changes (emergent features) 776 

during grass development we found that parameters and interactions needed to be 777 

adjusted during different phases.  The first phase is concerned with primordium 778 

emergence.  The second phase is when the edges of the primordium wrap around 779 

each other.  The third phase involves extension of the primordium through proximal 780 

growth. The fourth phase involves unfolding of the grass primordium, and the fifth 781 



involves further flattening of the grass leaf (there is no fourth or fifth phase for the 782 

eudicot leaf). Phase 4 for grasses is relatively short for convenience of modelling and 783 

would extend for much longer in a real grass leaf.  Consequently, the contribution of 784 

proximal regions (e.g. the marginal domain) to the mature leaf is under-represented in 785 

the final stages of the model. 786 

 787 

There are four phases in the grass leaf model: 788 

• Phase 1:  Steps 0.32 to 0.8, define growth from primordium initiation to the P2 789 

stage of grass leaf development.  790 

• Phase 2: Steps 0.8 to 1.15, define growth during the grass leaf primordium 791 

from P2 to P4, when the margins of the primordium overlap.  792 

• Phase 3: Steps 1.15 to 1.25, define growth during sheath extension. 793 

• Phase 4: Steps 1.25 to 1.4, define growth during unwrapping of the blade 794 

margins. 795 

There are three phases in the eudicot leaf model: 796 

• Phase 1:  Steps 0.32 to 0.8, define growth from primordium initiation to P1/2.  797 

• Phase 2: Steps 0.8 to 1.15, define a further period of primordium growth.  798 

• Phase 3: Steps 1.15 to 1.35, define the final stages of growth. 799 

All sheet models share a common pattern of identity factors. The canvas has two 800 

surfaces; A (adaxial) and B (abaxial); which can differentially influence growth rates. 801 

The rim of the canvas corresponds to the region near the adaxial/abaxial boundary in 802 

the volumetric models (Fig.S1, midplane). The canvas is separated into a primordial 803 

zone (PZ, grey, Fig.S3A) and base, which enables the fixation of the basal and 804 

overlapping nodes to simulate attachment to the stem. Identify factors can be 805 

classified based on their influence on two axes: mediolateral and proximodistal 806 



(Fig.S3).  To generate the grass leaf model the identity factor WRAPPER (Fig.S3F) is 807 

used to modulate growth rates in the overlapping leaf margins. The grass models also 808 

have an additional signalling factor sMARGINAL (Fig.S3E). These two factors are not 809 

used in the eudicot models.  810 

To generate the eudicot (Fig. 4) models, the size of the PZ domain is reduced 811 

and mediolateral domains correspondingly compressed. The size of the outer-lateral  812 

marginal domains was based on measurements on primordium sizes in prs and 813 

prs/wox mutants (Fig.S9). The outer region of the LATERAL domain is defined as 814 

OLATERAL. The MARGINAL domain is allocated a STIPULE identity, with a boundary 815 

identity, STBOUND, between LATERAL and MARGINAL, which produces a signalling 816 

factor sSTBOUND (Fig.S3I).  817 

To generate the grass narrowsheath (Fig.3I-L), and the prs (Fig.4T) mutants 818 

the MARGINAL domain is removed and the PZ truncated accordingly. For prs/wox1 819 

mutants the MARGINAL domain is removed and the LATERAL domain is truncated 820 

(Fig.4U). 821 

KRNs give specified growth rates in the PZ domain defined relative to a 822 

proximal-distal polarity field within the plane of the canvas, which orients from the base 823 

towards the midvein tip (Fig.3D). KPD is specified growth rate parallel to the polarity 824 

and KPER specified growth rate perpendicular to the polarity. Growth rates on the inner 825 

adaxial (A) or outer abaxial (B) surface of the canvas are indicated by appending 826 

letters A or B respectively.   Specified growth in sheet thickness is defined by KNOR 827 

which is equivalent to KOP in the volumetric models.   828 

The upper leaf (UL) and lower leaf (LL) domains are introduced part-way 829 

through phase 1 once the primordium has emerged from the ring (Fig.4P, timestep 830 

0.7). To define the position of the UL and LL we tracked the tip of the mature grass 831 



leaf model (Fig.3H) back to this early stage, and defined the UL and LL based on a 832 

threshold of sPROX. The same threshold value is then used to defined the UL and LL 833 

domains in the grass and petiole-leaf models. A slightly different threshold is used for 834 

the petiole-sheath model in which the UL domain has no functional role. The UL 835 

domain is further subdivided into the proximal UL (PUL, orange Fig.3, Fig.4) and the 836 

distal UL (DUL, purple Fig.3, Fig.4). Although these domains are marked in all models, 837 

they are only used to modulate the KRN in the petiole-leaf hypothesis models.  838 

The SHEATH (Fig.3G, dark grey overlay and bracket) is introduced at the end 839 

of phase 2, such that SHEATH is activated where a graded proximodistal factor 840 

(sPROX, Fig.S3B in the grass models and sLEAFBASE, Fig.S3H, in the eudicot 841 

models) is above a threshold value. BLADE is throughout the PZ and is inhibited by 842 

SHEATH creating non-overlapping SHEATH/BLADE domains. Thus, in mutants which 843 

lack SHEATH identity (e.g. mutants in BOP homologues) SHEATH is replaced by 844 

BLADE (Fig.S8). The timing for establishing the SHEATH domain was chosen 845 

because the maize sheath margin does not grow until P3/P4, as is most evident from 846 

the region opposite the midvein where the overlapping sheath margins arise as shown 847 

by CT imaging (3). This is also the stage at which TRU1 protein localisation fully 848 

encircles the meristem (Fig. 4W).  However, activation of SHEATH identity at a single 849 

stage is likely an oversimplification as TRU1 expression is detected first near the 850 

presumptive midrib and then extends towards the margin (Fig. 4W).  851 

As few changes as possible were introduced to transition from the grass leaf to 852 

the eudicot model. However, because of the differing geometries, number of phases 853 

and sizes between eudicot and grass primordia, growth patterns typically had to be 854 

specified in different ways or with different parameters. 855 

 856 



PHASE 1 Grass Model (Fig.3D-E, Fig.S4A-B)  857 

The ring grows to form a sloping primordium.  As with the volumetric primordium 858 

emergence model (Fig. S2G), KPD is promoted proximally with rates declining 859 

mediolaterally(central-marginal) (Fig.S4A).  KPER is promoted in a complementary 860 

pattern by RIM and inhibited towards the limits of the central and marginal domains 861 

(Fig.S3B, Fig.S4B), again similar to the pattern for the volumetric primordium 862 

emergence model (Fig. S2H). Thus, resultant areal growth rates are highest in the 863 

proximal domain and elevated near the lateral rim (Fig. S7A).   KPD is also enhanced 864 

on the abaxial (B) surface of the canvas to promote slight curvature towards the apex, 865 

promoted slightly distally to keep the tip straight, and inhibited at the edge of the PZ 866 

margin. 867 

KPDA = mBLADE  iBLADE 868 

*pro (psPROX, (sPROX > tsPROX) * inh (hsPROX, (sPROX- n1)2) * (mCENTRAL iCENTRAL + 869 

mLATERAL iLATERAL + mMARGINAL iMARGINAL) * inh (hsMID, (1 - sMID))) 870 

            *inh (hPZMARGIN, sPZMARGIN) 871 

 *pro (psTIP.sMID, (sTIP > tsTIP) * (1 - sMID)) 872 

            *inh (hsPROXB, (sPROX < tsPROX)) 873 

*inh (hsMARGINAL, sMARGINAL) 874 

 *inh (hPZMARGIN.MARGINAL, iPZMARGIN * iMARGINAL) 875 

KPDB = KPDA + n2 876 

KPERB = mBLADE iBLADE 877 

*inh (hsMID, sMID) 878 

            *inh (hMID, iMID) 879 

     *inh (hsTIP, sTIP)  880 



*pro (psRIM, (sRIM > tsRIM) * inh (hsPZMARGIN, sPZMARGIN) * inh (hsMARGINAL, sMARGINAL) 881 

*inh (hsMIDB, sMID) * inh (hPZMARGIN.MARGINAL, iPZMARGIN * iMARGINAL)) 882 

KPERA = KPERB 883 

KNOR = nbase 884 

 885 

PHASE 1 Petiole-Sheath Hypothesis  Model (Fig.4L-M, Fig.S5A-B) 886 

Primordium emerges from the ring. A mediolateral gradient in KPD promotes growth in 887 

proximal regions to drive primordium emergence, similar to grass model phase 1.   KPD 888 

also promoted in the lateral rim to prevent the primordium bending excessively over 889 

the apex.  KPER is reduced near the midline and promoted by RIM, causing the lateral 890 

rim to become more vertical, similar to phases 1 and 2 of the grass model. (Fig.S5A-891 

B).  Resultant areal growth rates are thus highest in the proximal domain and elevated 892 

near the lateral rim (Fig. S7C). KPD is also promoted slightly in the lateral rim to keep 893 

the tip straight as in the grass model. 894 

KPDA = mBLADE iBLADE 895 

*pro (psPROX, (sPROX> tsPROX) * inh (hsPROX, (sPROX- n1)2)  896 

* (iCENTRAL + mLATERAL.sMID iLATERAL * sMID)) 897 

*inh (hsMID, (1 - sMID)) 898 

*pro (psPROX.sRIM.sMID.LATERAL, (sPROX <= tsPROX) * sRIM * (sMID > tsMID) * iLATERAL) 899 

*inh (hMARGINAL, iMARGINAL) 900 

KPDB = KPDA  901 

KPERB = mBLADE iBLADE 902 

*inh (hsMID.CENTRAL, sMID * iCENTRAL) 903 

*inh (hMID, iMID) 904 

*inh (hsTIP, sTIP) 905 



            *pro (psRIM, (sRIM > tsRIM) * (iCENTRAL + iLATERAL)) 906 

KPERA = KPERB 907 

KNOR = nbase 908 

 909 

PHASE 1 Petiole-Leaf Hypothesis  Model (Fig.4P-Q, Fig.S6A-D) 910 

Primordium emerges from the ring.  Same as the  petiole-sheath model phase 1 until 911 

timestep 0.7, when the distal upper leaf (DUL), proximal upper leaf (PUL) and lower 912 

leaf (LL) domains are introduced (Fig.4P). After this point, KPD is promoted in the 913 

medial distal regions of LL and in the lateral regions of UL, and DUL promotes KPER 914 

.(Fig.6C-D). After timestep 0.7 the KRN is: 915 

KPDA = mBLADE  iBLADE 916 

*pro (psPROX, (sPROX > tsPROX) * inh (hsPROX, (sPROX- n1)2)  917 

* (iCENTRAL + mLATERAL.sMID * iLATERAL * sMID) * iUL) 918 

*inh (hMARGINAL, iMARGINAL) 919 

*pro (psPROX.LL.sSTBOUND, (sPROX <= tsPROX) * iLL* inh(hsSTBOUND, sSTBOUND > tSTBOUND)) 920 

*pro (pUL, iUL * inh (hCENTRAL, iCENTRAL)) 921 

KPDB = KPDA  922 

KPERB = mBLADE iBLADE 923 

*inh (hsMID.CENTRAL, sMID * iCENTRAL) * (iLL) 924 

*inh (hMID, iMID * (iLL))  925 

*inh (hsTIP, sTIP * (iLL)) 926 

*pro (psRIM, (sRIM > tsRIM) * (iCENTRAL + iLATERAL)) 927 

*pro (pDUL, iDUL* pro (psTIP.MID, sTIP * (iMID < t))  928 

*inh (hCENTRAL.sTIP, iCENTRAL * (sTIP < tsTIP))) 929 

KPERA = KPERB 930 



KNOR = nbase 931 

 932 

PHASE 2 Grass Model (Fig.3E-G, Fig.S4C-D) 933 

From P2 to P4, when the edges of the primordium overlap. As with phase 1, KPD is 934 

promoted in a proximal domain with rates declining along the mediolateral (central-935 

marginal) axis (Fig.S4C), and KPER is promoted in a complementary pattern by RIM 936 

and inhibited towards the limits of the central and marginal domains (Fig.S4D). Thus, 937 

resultant areal growth rates are highest in the lateral rim and elevated proximally (Fig. 938 

S7A). KPD is also promoted slightly in the rim except for in the WRAPPER domain to 939 

reduce shape asymmetries caused by the overlapping ends, and inhibited at the edge 940 

of the PZ margin. 941 

KPDA =  mBLADE iBLADE 942 

*pro (psPROX, (sPROX > tsPROX) * inh (hsPROX, (sPROX - n1)2)  943 

* (iCENTRAL + (mLATERAL iLATERAL + mMARGINAL iMARGINAL) * sMID)) 944 

*inh (hsPZMARGIN.sRIM, (sPZMARGIN > tsPZMARGIN) * (sRIM > tsRIM)) 945 

*pro (psMARGINAL.sRIM, (sMARGINAL > tsMARGINAL) * (sRIM > tsRIM)) 946 

*pro (psPROXB, (sPROX > tsPROX) * sPROX) 947 

*pro (psMARGINAL.sRIM.WRAPPER, (sMARGINAL > tsMARGINALB) * (sRIM > tsRIM)  948 

* (iWRAPPER < t)) 949 

*inh (hsRIM.sPROX.sTIP, (sRIM > tsRIMB) * (1- sPROX) * (sTIP > tsTIP) 950 

*inh (hPZMARGIN.MARGINAL, (iPZMARGIN * iMARGINAL)) 951 

*inh (hsTIP.sMID, (sTIP > tsTIP) * (sMID > tsMID)) 952 

KPDB = KPDA  953 

KPERB = mBLADE iBLADE 954 

*inh (hsMID+MID, (sMID + iMID)) 955 



*pro (psRIM, (sRIM > tsRIM) * inh (hsTIP, sTIP) * (sTIP > tsTIP)  956 

*inh (hsPZMARGIN, sPZMARGIN) * pro (psMARGINAL, sMARGINAL)  957 

*inh (hsMARGINAL, (sMARGINAL > tsMARGINAL) * sMARGINAL)  958 

*inh (hPZMARGIN.MARGINAL, iPZMARGIN * iMARGINAL)) 959 

KPERA = KPERB 960 

KNOR = nbase 961 

 962 

PHASE 2 Petiole-Sheath Hypothesis  Model (Fig.4M-N, Fig.S5C-D) 963 

Primordium elongates and broadens. As for phase 1 of the petiole-sheath model, KPD 964 

is promoted in a proximal domain with rates declining along the mediolateral (central-965 

marginal) axis (Fig.S5C).  This proximal domain is located above the ring of insertion 966 

in the stem to reduce excessive growth conflicts at the boundary between primordium 967 

and stem.  KPER is promoted distal to this domain (Fig.S5D). Resultant areal growth 968 

rates are thus highest proximally (Fig. S7C). KPER is promoted in the stipules to drive 969 

stipule outgrowth (Fig.S5D), and on the adaxial surface (A-side) to promote lamina 970 

flattening. 971 

KPDA = mBLADE iBLADE 972 

*pro (psLEAFBASE, (sLEAFBASE < tsLEAFBASE) * (iCENTRAL + iLATERAL) * inh (hsMID, sMID)) 973 

*inh (hLEAFBASE, iLEAFBASE) 974 

*inh (hMARGINAL, iMARGINAL) 975 

*inh (hsLEAFBASE.sTIP, (sLEAFBASE < tsLEAFBASE) * sTIP)  976 

*inh (hSTBOUND, iSTBOUND) 977 

KPDB = KPDA 978 

KPERB = mBLADE iBLADE 979 

*pro (pSTIPULE.sRIM.sSTBOUND, iSTIPULE * (sRIM > tsRIM) * (sSTBOUND > tsSTBOUND)) 980 



*inh (hsSTBOUND, sSTBOUND)              981 

KPERA = KPERB   982 

+ (iCENTRAL + iLATERAL) * (1- sTIP) * (sLEAFBASE < tsLEAFBASE)     983 

KNOR = nbase 984 

 985 

PHASE 2 Petiole-Leaf Hypothesis Model (Fig.4Q-R, Fig.S6C-D) 986 

Primordium elongates and broadens. KPD promoted by DUL to promote growth of the 987 

lamina (Fig.S6C).  KPER is similarly promoted by DUL except the midline region 988 

(Fig.S6D). Resultant areal growth rates are thus highest in the DUL domain (Fig. S7E). 989 

KPER is promoted in the stipules to drive stipule outgrowth (Fig.S6D). 990 

KPDA = mBLADE iBLADE 991 

*inh (hLEAFBASE, iLEAFBASE) 992 

*inh (hMARGINAL, iMARGINAL) 993 

*inh (hSTBOUND, iSTBOUND) 994 

*pro (pDUL, iDUL * inh (hSTIPULE, iSTIPULE)) 995 

*inh (hLL+PUL, (iLL + iPUL)) 996 

*inh (hsTIP, sTIP) 997 

KPDB = KPDA 998 

KPERB = mBLADE iBLADE 999 

*pro (pSTIPULE.sRIM.sSTBOUND, iSTIPULE * (sRIM > tsRIM) * (sSTBOUND > tsSTBOUND)) 1000 

*inh (hsSTBOUND, sSTBOUND) 1001 

*inh (hsMID+MID, sMID + iMID) 1002 

*inh (hLL.CENTRAL+LATERAL, iLL * (iCENTRAL + iLATERAL)) 1003 

*pro (pDUL.sMID, iDUL* (sMID > tsMID))               1004 

KPERA = KPERB      1005 



KNOR = nbase 1006 

 1007 

PHASE 3 Grass Model (Fig.3G-H, Fig.S4E-F) 1008 

Sheath domain is established and leaf grows from base.  KPD is promoted at the base 1009 

of the SHEATH and base of the BLADE, and slightly at the tip to promote blade 1010 

opening (Fig.S4E). KPD is also inhibited at the edge of the PZ margin, and in the ring 1011 

of insertion in the stem to reduce excessive growth conflicts at the boundary between 1012 

primordium and stem.  KPER is promoted by BLADE (Fig.S4F). Resultant growth rates 1013 

are highest in the leaf base (Fig. S7A). 1014 

KPDA = mPZ iPZ 1015 

*inh (hLEAFBASE, iLEAFBASE) 1016 

*pro (pSHEATH, iSHEATH * (sLEAFBASE > tsLEAFBASE)) 1017 

*pro (pBLADE.sPROX2, iBLADE * (sPROX2 > tsPROX2) * (sPROX2 < tsPROX2B)  1018 

*pro (psMARGINAL.sRIM, sMARGINAL * (sRIM > tsRIM) * sRIM)) 1019 

*pro (pBLADE.sTIP.sPROX2.sRIM, iBLADE * (sTIP > tsTIP) * (sPROX2 > tsPROX2) * sRIM  1020 

*inh (hsMID, sMID) 1021 

   *inh (hsTIP.sPROX2, (sTIP > tsTIPB) * (sPROX2 > tsPROX2)) 1022 

*inh (hPZMARGIN.MARGINAL, iPZMARGIN * iMARGINAL) 1023 

KPDB = KPDA  1024 

KPERB = mPZ iPZ 1025 

* pro (pBLADE.sPROX2.sRIM, iBLADE * sPROX2 * (sRIM > tsRIM )) 1026 

KPERA = KPERB  1027 

 + mBLADE iBLADE 1028 

KNOR = nbase 1029 

 1030 



PHASE 3 Petiole-Sheath Hypothesis Model (Fig.4N-O, Fig.S5E-F) 1031 

Extension of petiole and widening of lamina. At the start of this stage, polarity reorients 1032 

in the stipules towards their tips. KPD is promoted by SHEATH (petiole), proximally in 1033 

BLADE (lamina) and by STIPULE, and inhibited at the stipule-lamina boundary 1034 

(Fig.S5E).  KPER is promoted in proximal non-midvein regions of the lateral blade, 1035 

enhanced by OLATERAL, broadening the lamina (Fig.S5F), similar to the grass model 1036 

during phase 2 (Fig.S4D).  Resultant growth rates are highest in the proximal non-1037 

midvein region of the lateral lamina (Fig. S7C). KPD is also inhibited in the abaxial (B-1038 

side) of the stipules to promote their outward bending. 1039 

KPDA =  mPZ iPZ 1040 

*pro (pSHEATH, iSHEATH) 1041 

*pro (pBLADE.sPROX2, iBLADE * sPROX2 * pro (psRIM, (sRIM > tsRIM))) 1042 

*inh (hsTIP, sTIP) 1043 

*inh (hsMID, sMID) 1044 

*inh (hsLEAFBASE.sTIP, (sLEAFBASE < tsLEAFBASE))  1045 

*pro (pSTIPULE.sPROX, iSTIPULE * (sPROX > tsPROX)) 1046 

*inh (hSTBOUND, iSTBOUND) 1047 

KPDB = KPDA 1048 

*inh (hSTIPULE, iSTIPULE) 1049 

KPERB = mPZ iPZ 1050 

*pro (pBLADE.sPROX2.sTIP, iBLADE * (sPROX2 + (1- sTIP)) * iLATERAL  1051 

*pro (pOLATERAL, iOLATERAL) * (sRIM> tsRIM) * pro (psRIM, sRIM) * inh (hsTIP, sTIP) 1052 

*pro (pLEAFBASE, iLEAFBASE) 1053 

KPERA = KPERB   1054 

KNOR = nbase 1055 



 1056 

PHASE 3 Petiole-Leaf Hypothesis Model (Fig.4R-S, Fig.S6E-F) 1057 

Extension of petiole and widening of lamina. KPD is promoted by PUL (petiole) and 1058 

STIPULE, and inhibited at the stipule-lamina boundary (Fig. S6E).   KPER is promoted 1059 

in the non-midvein region of DUL (lamina).  Resultant growth rates are highest in the 1060 

stipules, petiole and non-midvein region of the lamina (Fig. S7E). KPD is also inhibited 1061 

in the abaxial (B-side) of the stipules to promote their outward bending. 1062 

KPDA = mPZ iPZ 1063 

*pro (pSTIPULE.sPROX, iSTIPULE * (sPROX > tsPROX) 1064 

*inh (hSTBOUND, iSTBOUND) 1065 

*pro (pPUL.sPROX2, iPUL* (sPROX2 > tsPROX2)) 1066 

KPDB = KPDA 1067 

*inh (hSTIPULE, iSTIPULE) 1068 

KPERB = mPZ * iPZ 1069 

*pro (psPROX2, sPROX2) 1070 

*inh (hMID+sMID+sTIP+PUL, (mMID iMID + msMID sMID + sTIP + mPUL iPUL) 1071 

*pro (pDUL.sMID, iDUL * (sMID > tsMID))          1072 

KPERA = KPERB   1073 

KNOR = nbase 1074 

 1075 

PHASE 4 Grass Model (Fig.3G-H, Fig.S4G-H) 1076 

Sheath extends and blade unwraps.  KPD is promoted at the base of the SHEATH and 1077 

base of the BLADE (Fig.S4G). KPD is also inhibited at the edge of the PZ margin, and 1078 

in the ring of insertion in the stem to reduce excessive growth conflicts at the boundary 1079 

between primordium and stem.  KPER is promoted on adaxial surface (A-side) by in 1080 



proximal margin of BLADE to promote blade opening (Fig.S4H). Resultant growth 1081 

rates are highest in the sheath and blade bases (Fig. S7A). 1082 

KPDA = mPZ iPZ 1083 

*inh (hLEAFBASE, iLEAFBASE) 1084 

*pro (pSHEATH.sLEAFBASE, iSHEATH * (sLEAFBASE > tsLEAFBASE)) 1085 

*pro (pBLADE.sPROX2, iBLADE * (sPROX2 > tsPROX2) * (sPROX2 < tsPROX2B) * pro 1086 

(psMARGINAL.sRIM, sMARGINAL * (sRIM > tsRIM) * sRIM)) 1087 

*inh (hBLADE.sPROX2.sTIP, iBLADE * (sPROX2 < tsPROX2) * pro (psTIP, (sTIP > tsTIP))) 1088 

*inh (hPZMARGIN.MARGINAL, iPZMARGIN * iMARGINAL) 1089 

KPDB = KPDA  1090 

KPERB = mPZ * iPZ 1091 

KPERA = KPERB  1092 

+ mMARGINAL iMARGINAL * sRIM * (sRIM > tsRIM) * (sPROX2 < tsPROX2A) * (sPROX2 > tsPROX2B) 1093 

* iBLADE  1094 



 1095 

 1096 

Fig. S1. Additional regional factors in the volumetric primordium emergence 1097 

models.  1098 

(A-D) Factors and polarities involved in growth regulatory network, in addition to those 1099 

in Fig.2. (A) PZ (grey) encircles the APEX (black) domain. The boundary between the 1100 

abaxial and adaxial domains (MIDPLANE, dark green) is within the PZ. The future 1101 

MIDVENTIP (magenta, *) is centred on MIDPLANE. (B) sRIM (cyan) concentration 1102 

decreases from MIDPLANE toward the PZ edges.  (C) sPZMARGIN (yellow) increases 1103 

in concentration towards the position opposite the MIDVEINTIP (*). (D) sMID is highest 1104 

in the PZ on the side of the MIDVENTIP (*) and decreases mediolaterally. 1105 

 1106 

  1107 



 1108 

 1109 

Fig. S2. Specified growth rate patterns in the volumetric primordium emergence 1110 

models 1111 

Specified growth rate (orange) patterns parallel (KOP) (A-B) to the orthoplanar polarity 1112 

field (black arrows), parallel (KPD) (G,I,K) to the proximodistal polarity field (blue 1113 

arrows) and perpendicular to both (KPER) (C,D,E,F,H,J,L). All primordium emergence 1114 

models share the same pattern of KOP  (A-B). (C-F) The initial emergence models with 1115 

just an orthoplanar polarity field, where growth is specified as: (A-D Fig.2C-D) or (A-1116 

B,E-F, Fig.2E-F) growth is modulated mediolaterally. (G-L) Emergence models with  1117 

both orthoplanar and proximodistal polarity fields. (G-H) Wildtype grass leaf (Fig.2I-L), 1118 

(I-J) Wildtype eudicot primordium emergence model (Fig.4C-D). (K-L) The ad-abaxial 1119 

mutant (Fig.4F-G). The KOP, KPD, and KPER scale (gradient of orange, white: 0, dark 1120 

orange: 0.55) is the same for each model. Midvein tip: *. Meristem apex: A.  1121 

  1122 



 1123 

Fig. S3. Regional factors in the tissue sheet models of leaf development.  1124 

(A-G) Factors involved in the growth regulatory networks, in addition to those shown 1125 

in Fig.3 and Fig.4. (A-D) Are present throughout the models. (E-F) Are unique to the 1126 

grass leaf model. (G-H) The factor in G is promoted by SHEATH, introduced at the 1127 

end of phase 2 in both models. The factors in H are introduced at the start of phase 1128 

2 in the eudicot models, and at the end of phase 2 for the grass models.   (I) Factors 1129 

unique to the eudicot model. (A) The canvas is separated into PZ and BOTTOM 1130 

domains. (B) sRIM (turquoise) increases in concentration towards the rim of the 1131 

canvas (corresponding to the surface midplane in the volumetric models). sPROX 1132 

(royal blue) increases in concentration towards the base, complementary to sRIM. 1133 

(C) sTIP (magenta) is produced at the midvein tip, and diffuses outwards. (D) sMID 1134 



(light purple) increases in concentration towards MID (dark purple). sPZMARGIN 1135 

(yellow) increases in concentration towards PZMARGIN (orange). (E) sMARGINAL 1136 

(brown) is restricted to the MARGINAL domain, and increases in concentration 1137 

towards the PZ margin edges. (F) WRAPPER (brown) is on the outer wrapped edge.  1138 

(G) sPROX2 (light blue) is activated at the P4 stage and is highest in the proximal 1139 

base. (H) sLEAFBASE (light green) increases in concentration towards LEAFBASE 1140 

(dark green). (I) The eudicot model assigns STIPULE identity (dark turquoise) in the 1141 

MARGINAL domain, and sSTBOUND (light turquoise) is produced at the boundary 1142 

between MARGINAL and OLATERAL. Midvein tip: asterisk.   1143 



 1144 

 1145 

Fig. S4 Specified growth rate patterns in the wildtype grass leaf tissue sheet 1146 

model 1147 

Specified growth rate (orange) patterns parallel (KPD) (A,C,E,G) and perpendicular 1148 

(KPER) (B,D,F,H) to the proximal-distal polarity field (PD, blue arrows). In phase 1 (A-1149 

B), phase 2 (C-D), phase 3 (E-F), and phase 4 (G-H) of the wildtype grass leaf model. 1150 

KPD and KPER scale (orange) is the same for each phase. Maximal values are listed in 1151 

Table S4. Insets are representative images of the relative stages. Scalebar is in 1152 

arbitrary units. Midvein tip: *.   1153 



 1154 

Fig. S5 Specified growth rate patterns in the petiole-sheath hypothesis tissue 1155 

sheet model 1156 

Specified growth rate (orange) patterns parallel (KPD) (A,C,E) and perpendicular (KPER) 1157 

(B,D,F) to the proximal-distal polarity field (PD, blue arrows). In phase 1 (A-B), phase 1158 

2 (C-D), and phase 3 (E-F) of the petiole-sheath hypothesis model. KPD and KPER scale 1159 

(orange) is the same for each phase. Maximal values are listed in Table S4. Scalebar 1160 

is in arbitrary units. Midvein tip: *. 1161 



 1162 

Fig. S6 Specified growth rate patterns in the petiole-leaf hypothesis tissue sheet 1163 

model 1164 

Specified growth rate (orange) patterns parallel (KPD) (A,C,E,G) and perpendicular 1165 

(KPER) (B,D,F,H) to the proximal-distal polarity field (PD, blue arrows). In phase 1 1166 

before timestep 0.7 (A-B), phase 1 after timestep 0.7 (C-D), phase 2 (E-F), and phase 1167 

3 (G-H) of the petiole-leaf hypothesis model. KPD and KPER scale (orange) is the same 1168 

for each phase. Maximal values are listed in Table S4. Scalebar is in arbitrary units. 1169 

Midvein tip: *. 1170 



 1171 

Fig. S7 Resultant areal growth rate patterns in the tissue sheet models 1172 

Resultant areal growth rate patterns. Phase 1-4 of the wild-type grass leaf model (A), 1173 

the ns mutant model (B). Phases 1-3 of the petiole-sheath hypothesis model (C), the 1174 

petiole-sheath prs/wox1 mutant model (D), the petiole-leaf hypothesis model (E) and 1175 

the petiole-leaf prs/wox1 mutant model (F). Resultant areal growth rate is shown by 1176 

the colour gradient, the minimum value is 0 (dark blue) and the maximum value is 1177 

shown in Table S3 (red). Scale bars are in arbitrary units. Midvein tip: *.  1178 

 1179 



 1180 

Fig. S8 Final morphology of variations in the grass leaf tissue sheet model.  1181 

The effect of changing factor effects in the grass leaf tissue sheet model. (A) wild-type 1182 

model. (B) ns mutant model; removal of the MARGINAL domain. (C) bop mutant 1183 

model: removal of the SHEATH domain leading to ectopic BLADE and shortening of 1184 

the leaf base due to lack of growth-promoting signals from the SHEATH domain. Scale 1185 

bar is in arbitrary units. Midvein tip (*).  1186 



 1187 

Fig. S9. Double mutant prs/wox1 leaves are narrower than wild type leaves at 1188 

their initial emergence from the shoot apical meristem (SAM).  1189 

(A-H) Confocal images of propidium iodide (PI) stained WT Col (A-D) and prs/wox1 1190 

double mutant (E-H) SAMs and young leaf primordia. (A,E) Longitudinal (XY) section 1191 

through the SAM, P1, and P2 representing the longitudinal z-stack collected through 1192 

the SAM and early leaf primordia for WT Col and prs wox1, respectively. Dashed lines 1193 

mark optical orthogonal sections in the transverse (ZX) plane of the P1 attachment 1194 

point (B,F) and of the P2 attachment point (C,G) for WT Col and prs wox1 samples, 1195 

respectively. (D,H) Outlines of SAM, P1, and P2 overlaid on optical transverse 1196 

sections of WT Col and prs wox1 double mutant seedlings, respectively, depicting 1197 

examples of angle of insertion (Ai) measurements collected on multiple slices traveling 1198 



down the SAM until outlines became undiscernible for each biological sample. Note 1199 

the WT Ai measurements for P2 include the stipules, marked with “s”. (I) Average Ai, 1200 

computed from the last 5 angle measurements collected for WT col (purple) was 1201 

significantly larger than for prs wox1 (orange) as early as the P1 stage; this difference 1202 

in Ai increases at the P2 stage. The Ai for prs wox1 mutants remains constant from P1 1203 

to P2. WT nP1 = 19, nP2 = 16; prs wox1 nP1 = 14, nP2 = 13. * = 0.014, ** = 0.00052, *** 1204 

= 7.9 x 10-9. m = shoot apical meristem, P1 = plastochron 1-staged leaf primordium, 1205 

P2 = plastochron 2-staged leaf primordium, s = stipule, scale bar = 50 µm, AiP1 = angle 1206 

of insertion for P1, AiP2 = angle of insertion for P2. 1207 
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Parameter Description Model Values  
Ring Mediolateral Leaf 

KOP     
mAPEX Multiplication of iAPEX 0.08 0.08 0.08 
KPD     
n1 Parameter 1 - - 0.1 
hsPZMARGIN Inhibition by sPZMARGIN  - 5 5 
mAPEX Multiplication of iAPEX 0.08 0.08 0.08 
mCENTRAL Multiplication of 

iCENTRAL 
- 0.4 0.4 

mLATERAL Multiplication of 
iLATERAL 

- 0.32 0.32 

mMARGINAL Multiplication of 
iMARGINAL 

- 0.12 0.12 

mPZ Multiplication of iPZ 0.4 - - 
pABAXIAL Promotion by iABAXIAL - - 0.3 
psMID Promotion by sMID - - - 
tsRIM Threshold of sRIM - - 0.7 
KPER     
hsMID Inhibition by sMID - - 1 
hsPZMARGIN Inhibition by sPZMARGIN  - - 5 
hsTIP Inhibition by sTIP - - 0.5 
mAPEX Multiplication of iAPEX - - 0.04 
mCENTRAL.PZ Multiplication of 

iCENTRAL 
- - 0.1 

mLATERAL.PZ Multiplication of 
iLATERAL 

- - 0.1 

pABAXIAL Promotion by iABAXIAL - - 0.3 
psMID Promotion by sMID - - 2 
tsMID Threshold of sMID - - 0.95 
tsRIM Threshold of sRIM - - 0.5 

Table S1. Parameters for the 3D Primordium Emergence Models  1209 

Parameters relating to the model code in “Supplementary Text: Model Descriptions”, 1210 

for all of the Primordium Emergence Models. Parameters are denoted by mX, pX, hX, or 1211 

ni, where X defines the factor the parameter relates to, m defines multiplication, p 1212 

defines promotion and h defines inhibition, and ni defines additional general 1213 

parameters. Model “Ring” refers to the Ring Primordium model shown in Fig. 2C,D 1214 

and Fig.S2A-D. Model “Mediolateral” refers to the model with growth modulated by the 1215 

mediolateral patterning shown in Fig.2E,F and Fig.S2E-F. “Leaf” refers to both the 1216 



grass leaf primordium models shown in Fig.2I-L,P-Q and Fig.S2G-H, and eudicot leaf 1217 

primordium models shown in Fig.4C-K and Fig.S2I-L. 1218 
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Parameter Description Values 
WT 
Grass 

 
 

 
Petiole
-
sheath 

 
 

 
Petiole  
- 
leaf 

KNOR All growth phases 
nbase Basal growth rate in thickness 0.3 0.3 0.3 
KPD Growth Phase 1 
n1 Parameter 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 
n2 Parameter 4 0.2 - - 
hCENTRAL Inhibition by iCENTRAL - - 0.3 
hMARGINAL Inhibition by iMARGINAL - 100 100 
hPZMARGIN.MARGINAL Inhibition by iPZMARGIN multiplied 

by iMARGINAL 
100 - - 

hsMARGINAL Inhibition by sMARGINAL 2 - - 
hsMID Inhibition by sMID 0.5 1 - 
hsPROX Inhibition by sPROX 2 2 2 
hsPROXB Inhibition by sPROX 1.5 - - 
hsPZMARGIN Inhibition by sPZMARGIN 4 - - 
hsSTBOUND Inhibition by sSTBOUND - - 2 
mBLADE Multiplication of iBLADE 2 2 2 
mCENTRAL Multiplication of iCENTRAL 0.93 - - 
mLATERAL Multiplication of iLATERAL 0.7 - - 
mLATERAL.sMID Multiplication of iLATERAL multiplied 

by sMID 
- 1.2 1.2 

mMARGINAL Multiplication of iMARGINAL 0.7 - - 
pUL Promotion by iUL - - 7 
psPROX Promotion by sPROX 5 6 6 
psPROX.LL.sSTBOUND Promotion by sPROX multiplied by 

iLL and sSTBOUND  
- - 3 

psPROX.sRIM.sMID.LATER

AL 
Promotion by sPROX multiplied by 
sRIM and sMID and iLATERAL 

- 1.5 - 

psTIP.sMID Promotion by sTIP multiplied by 
sMID 

5 - - 

tsMID Threshold of sMID - 0.5 0.5 
tsPROX Threshold of sPROX 0.5 0.5 - 
tsSTBOUND Threshold of sSTBOUND - - 0.4 
tsTIP Threshold of sTIP 0.2 - - 
KPD Growth Phase 2 
n1 Parameter 1 0.5 - - 
hLEAFBASE Inhibition by iLEAFBASE - 100 100 
hLL+PUL Inhibition by iLL plus iPUL  - - 100 
hMARGINAL Inhibition by iMARGINAL - 100 100 
hSTBOUND Inhibition by iSTBOUND - 100 100 
hSTIPULE Inhibition by iSTIPULE - - 5 
hsLEAFBASE.sTIP Inhibition by sLEAFBASE multiplied 

by sTIP 
- 10 - 

hsMARGINAL.sRIM Inhibition by sMARGINAL multiplied 
by sRIM 

1 - - 



hsMID Inhibition by sMID - 0.5 - 
hsPROX Inhibition by sPROX 2 - - 
hPZMARGIN.MARGINAL Inhibition by iPZMARGIN multiplied 

by iMARGINAL 
100 - - 

hsPZMARGIN.sRIM Inhibition by sPZMARGIN multiplied 
by sRIM 

2 - - 

hsRIM.sPROX.sTIP Inhibition by sRIM multiplied by 
sPROX and sTIP 

0.4 - - 

hsTIP Inhibition by sTIP - - 1 
hsTIP.sMID Inhibition by sTIP multiplied by sMID 3 - - 
pDUL Promotion by iDUL  - - 1.5 
psLEAFBASE Promotion by sLEAFBASE - 6 - 
psMARGINAL.sRIM.WRAP

PER 
Promotion by sMARGINAL multiplied 
by sRIM and iWRAPPER 

0.5 - - 

psPROX Promotion by sPROX 5.3 - - 
psPROXB Promotion by sPROX 3 - - 
mBLADE Multiplication of iBLADE  2 2 2 
mLATERAL Multiplication of iLATERAL 2 - - 
mMARGINAL Multiplication of iMARGINAL 2 - - 
t Threshold of identity factor 0.1 - - 
tsLEAFBASE Threshold of sLEAFBASE - 0.7 - 
tsMID Threshold of sMID 0.8 - - 
tsMARGINAL Threshold of sMARGINAL 0.6 - - 
tsMARGINALB Threshold of sMARGINAL 0.4 - - 
tsPROX Threshold of sPROX 0.5 - - 
tsPZMARGIN Threshold of sPZMARGIN 0.6 - - 
tsRIM Threshold of sRIM 0.7 - - 
tsRIMB Threshold of sRIM 0.8 - - 
tsTIP Threshold of sTIP 0.2 0.5 - 
KPD Growth Phase 3 
hLEAFBASE Inhibition by iLEAFBASE 20 - - 
hPZMARGIN.MARGINAL Inhibition by iPZMARGIN multiplied by 

iMARGINAL 
100 - - 

hSTBOUND Inhibition by iSTBOUND - 100 100 
hSTIPULE Inhibition by iSTIPULE - 1 1 
hsLEAFBASE.sTIP Inhibition by sLEAFBASE multiplied by 

sTIP 
- 10 - 

hsMID Inhibition by sMID 1 0.5 0.5 
hsTIP Inhibition by sTIP - 3 - 
hsTIP.sPROX2 Inhibition by sTIP multiplied by 

sPROX2 
1 - - 

mPZ Multiplication of iPZ 2 2 2 
pBLADE.sPROX2 Promotion by iBLADE multiplied by 

sPROX2  
8 5 - 

pBLADE.sTIP.sPROX2.sRI

M 
Promotion by iBLADE multiplied by 
sTIP , sPROX2 and sRIM 

3 - - 

pPUL.sPROX2 Promotion by iPUL multiplied by 
sPROX2 

- - 1 



pSHEATH Promotion by iSHEATH 8 5 - 
pSTIPULE.sPROX Promotion by iSTIPULE multiplied by 

sPROX 
- 5 5 

psMARGINAL.sRIM Promotion by sMARGINAL multiplied 
by sRIM 

0.5 - - 

psRIM Promotion by sRIM - 0.7 - 
tsLEAFBASE Threshold of sLEAFBASE 0.5 0.9 - 
tsPROX Threshold of sPROX - 0.3 0.3 
tsPROX2 Threshold of sPROX2 0.5 - 0.1 
tsPROX2B Threshold of sPROX2 0.9 - - 
tsRIM Threshold of sRIM 0.8 0.95 - 
tsTIP Threshold of sTIP 0.1 - - 
tsTIPB Threshold of sTIP 0.05 - - 
KPD Growth Phase 4 
hBLADE.sPROX2.sTIP Inhibition by iBLADE multiplied by 

sPROX2 and sTIP 
1 - - 

hLEAFBASE Inhibition by iLEAFBASE 20 - - 
hsPZMARGIN.MARGINAL Inhibition by sPZMARGIN multiplied 

by iMARGINAL  
100 - - 

mPZ Multiplication of iPZ 4 - - 
pBLADE.sPROX2 Promotion by iBLADE multiplied by 

sPROX2 
8 - - 

pSHEATH.sLEAFBASE Promotion by iSHEATH multiplied by 
sLEAFBASE 

8 - - 

psMARGINAL.sRIM Promotion by sMARGINAL plus sRIM 0.5 - - 
psTIP Promotion by sTIP 1 - - 
tsLEAFBASE Threshold of sLEAFBASE 0.5 - - 
tsPROX2 Threshold of sPROX2 0.5 - - 
tsPROX2B Threshold of sPROX2 0.9 - - 
tsRIM Threshold of sRIM 0.8 - - 
tsTIP Threshold of sTIP 0.3 - - 
KPER Growth Phase 1 
hCENTRAL.sTIP Inhibition by iCENTRAL multiplied by 

sTIP 
- - 1 

hMID Inhibition by iMID 1 1 1 
hPZMARGIN.MARGINAL Inhibition by iPZMARGIN multiplied 

by iMARGINAL 
100 - - 

hsMID Inhibition by sMID 1 - - 
hsMIDB Inhibition by sMID 2 - - 
hsMID.CENTRAL Inhibition by sMID multiplied by 

iCENTRAL  
- 1 1 

hsPZMARGIN Inhibition by sPZMARGIN 1 - - 
hsTIP Inhibition by sTIP 5 5 5 
mBLADE Multiplication of iBLADE 0.5 0.5 0.5 
hsMARGINAL Inhibition by sMARGINAL 4 - - 
pDUL Promotion by iDUL - - 1.5 
psTIP.MID Promotion by sTIP multiplied by 

iMID 
- - 2 



psRIM Promotion by sRIM 25 6 6 
t Threshold of identity factor - - 0.1 
tsRIM Threshold of sRIM 0.8 0.7 0.7 
tsTIP Threshold of sTIP - - 0.5 
KPER Growth Phase 2 
hLL.CENTRAL+LATERAL Inhibition by iLL multiplied by 

iCENTRAL  plus iLATERAL 
- - 100 

hPZMARGIN.MARGINAL Inhibition by iPZMARGIN multiplied 
by iMARGINAL 

100 - - 

hSTBOUND Inhibition by iSTBOUND - 100 100 
hsMARGINAL Inhibition by sMARGINAL 1 - - 
hsMID+MID Inhibition by sMID plus iMID  1 - 1 
hsPZMARGIN Inhibition by sPZMARGIN 4 - - 
hsTIP First inhibition by sTIP 4 - - 
mBLADE Multiplication of iBLADE 0.5 0.5 0.5 
pDUL.sMID Promotion by iDUL multiplied by 

sMID 
- - 5 

pSTIPULE.sRIM.sSTBOUN

D 
Promotion by iSTIPULE multiplied by 
sRIM and sSTBOUND 

- 20 20 

psMARGINAL Promotion by sMARGINAL 1.5 - - 
psRIM Promotion by sRIM 30 - - 
tsLEAFBASE Threshold of sLEAFBASE - 0.7 - 
tsMARGINAL Threshold of sMARGINAL 0.6 - - 
tsMID Threshold of sMID - - 0.95 
tsRIM Threshold of sRIM 0.8 0.5 0.5 
tsSTBOUND Threshold of sSTBOUND - 0.7 0.7 
tsTIP Threshold of sTIP 0.2 - - 
KPER Growth Phase 3 
hMID+sMID+sTIP+PUL Inhibition by iMID plus sMID plus sTIP 

plus iPUL 
- - 1 

hsTIP Inhibition by sTIP 1 3 - 
mBLADE Multiplication of iBLADE 3 - - 
mMID Multiplication of iMID - - 10 
mPUL Multiplication of iPUL - - 2 
mPZ Multiplication of iPZ 0.5 0.5 0.5 
msMID Multiplication of sMID - - 2 
pBLADE.sPROX2.sRIM Promotion by iBLADE multiplied by 

sPROX2 and sRIM 

2 - - 

pBLADE.sPROX2.sTIP Promotion by iBLADE multiplied by 
sPROX2 and sTIP 

- 8 - 

pDUL.sMID Promotion by iDUL multiplied by 
sMID 

- - 10 

pLEAFBASE Promotion by iLEAFBASE - 1 - 
pOLATERAL Promotion by iOLATERAL - 1 - 
psPROX2 Promotion by sPROX2 - - 0.5 
psRIM Promotion by sRIM - 1 - 
tsMID Threshold of sMID - - 0.95 
tsRIM Threshold of sRIM 0.8 0.95 - 



KPER Growth Phase 4 
mPZ Multiplication of iPZ 0.5 - - 
mMARGINAL Multiplication of iMARGINAL 4 - - 
tsPROX2 Threshold of sPROX2 0.9 - - 
tsPROX2B Threshold of sPROX2 0.5 - - 
tsRIM Threshold of sRIM 0.8 - - 

Table S2. Parameters for the Tissue Sheet Models of Further Primordium 1220 

Development (Fig.3, Fig.4) 1221 

Parameters relating to the model code in “Supplementary Text: Model Descriptions”, 1222 

for all of the Tissue Sheet Models of Further Primordium Development. Parameters 1223 

are denoted by mX, pX, hX, or ni, where X defines the factor the parameter relates to, m 1224 

defines multiplication, p defines promotion and h defines inhibition, and ni defines an 1225 

additional general parameter. Each set of parameters are separated into those for 1226 

KNOR, KPD and KPER and then further subdivided into growth Phases 1-4. Model “WT 1227 

Grass” refers to the Wildtype Grass Leaf Primordium model shown in Fig.3D-L and 1228 

Fig.S4.  “petiole-sheath” refers to the sheet model of the petiole-sheath hypothesis 1229 

(Fig.4L-O,T-U, Fig.S5) and “Petiole-Leaf” refers to the petiole-leaf hypothesis (Fig.4P-1230 

S, Fig.S6). 1231 
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Growth 
Phase 

Maximum Resultant Areal Growth Rate  
WT 
Grass 

ns 
 

Petiole-
sheath 

Petiole-sheath 
wox/prs1 

Petiole-leaf Petiole-leaf 
wox/prs1 

Phase 1 11.3 11.1 12.5 12.3 31.4 31.4 
Phase 2 13.7 13.7 17.6 18.5 12.2 6.4 
Phase 3 25.2 22.3 26.7 15.7 13.8 5.0 
Phase 4 17.5 19.4 - - - - 

Table S3. Maximum value of resultant areal growth rates for the 2D sheet 1233 

models. 1234 

The maximum values of resultant areal growth rates for each phase of the models, 1235 

shown in Fig. S7 (red values). Phase 1 stage is after timestep 0.7 when the petiole-1236 

sheath and petiole-leaf models diverge. The values are in arbitrary units and are given 1237 

to allow comparisons between stages and models.  They do not represent quantitative 1238 

estimates of experimentally measured values. Model “WT Grass” refers to the 1239 

Wildtype Grass Leaf Primordium model shown in Fig.3D-H and Fig.S7A. “ns” refers to 1240 

the grass leaf model with the MARGINAL domain removed (Fig.3I-L, Fig.S7B).  1241 

“Petiole-sheath” refers to the sheet model of the petiole-sheath hypothesis (Fig.4L-O, 1242 

Fig.S7C). “Petiole-sheath wox/prs1” refers to the petiole-sheath model with the 1243 

MARGINAL domain removed and the LATERAL domain truncated (Fig.4U, Fig.S7D). 1244 

“Petiole-leaf” refers to the petiole-leaf hypothesis model (Fig.4P-S, Fig.S7E). “Petiole 1245 

-leaf wox/prs1” refers to the petiole-sheath model with the MARGINAL domain 1246 

removed and the LATERAL domain truncated (Fig.4V, Fig.S7F) 1247 
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Growth Phase Maximum Specified 
Growth Rates 
WT 
Grass 

Petiole-
sheath 

Petiole-
leaf 

Phase 1A 11.3 14.0 14.0 
Phase 1B 11.3 14.0 16.5 
Phase 2 12.6 12.1 8.6 
Phase 3 20.7 20.9 6.0 
Phase 4 19.8 - - 

Table S4. Maximum value of specified growth rates for the 2D models. 1249 

The maximum values of specified growth rates for each phase of the models, shown 1250 

in Fig.S5-6 (dark orange regions).  Phase 1B refers to Phase 1 before timestep 0.7 1251 

and Phase 1B is after timestep 0.7. The values are in arbitrary units and are given to 1252 

allow comparisons between stages and models. They do not represent quantitative 1253 

estimates of experimentally measured values. Model “WT Grass” refers to the wildtype 1254 

grass leaf primordium model (Fig.3 and Fig.S4).  “Petiole-sheath” refers to the sheet 1255 

model of the petiole-sheath hypothesis (Fig.4L-O, Fig.S5).  “Petiole-leaf” refers to the 1256 

petiole-leaf hypothesis model (Fig.4P-S, Fig.S6).  1257 



Movie S1. Volumetric models of primordium emergence: Formation of a ring 1258 

primordium, Fig.2A-D, Fig.S2A-D  1259 

The model approximates a meristem apex with a dome-shaped volumetric canvas. 1260 

The dome has a pre-pattern of abaxial (orange) and adaxial (blue) identities (Fig.2A-1261 

D). The primordial zone straddles the abaxial-adaxial midplane (green). Orthoplanar 1262 

polarity points from the surface towards the midplane and axial (dark blue) domains. 1263 

The specified growth rate is high perpendicular to orthoplanar polarity (Fig.S2A-D).  1264 

Movie S2. Volumetric models of primordium emergence: Formation of a sloping 1265 

primordium, Fig.2E-F, Fig.S2E-F) 1266 

The model approximates a meristem apex with a dome-shaped volumetric canvas. 1267 

The dome has a pre-pattern of abaxial (orange) and adaxial (blue) identities. The 1268 

primordial zone straddles the abaxial-adaxial midplane (green) (Fig.3E-F). 1269 

Orthoplanar polarity points from the surface towards the midplane and axial (dark blue) 1270 

domains. The specified growth rate is high perpendicular to orthoplanar polarity, and 1271 

is highest towards the midvein (Fig.S2E-F). 1272 

Movie S3. Volumetric models of primordium emergence: Formation of a grass 1273 

leaf, Fig.2I-L,P-Q, Fig.S2G-H. 1274 

The wild-type grass leaf (Fig.2I-L) and narrowsheath mutant (Fig.2P-Q) models are 1275 

shown. The models approximate a meristem apex with a dome-shaped volumetric 1276 

canvas. Within the primordial zone (PZ) central (blue), lateral (red) and marginal (cyan) 1277 

domains are defined. In the narrowsheath mutant model the marginal domain is 1278 

removed, and the PZ truncated accordingly.  Orthoplanar polarity points from the 1279 

surface towards the midplane and axial domains. The proximal-distal polarity (PD) 1280 

field points from the PZ boundary towards the midvein tip and meristem apex. 1281 



Specified growth rates are defined parallel to the orthoplanar field (KOP), or PD field 1282 

(KPD), and perpendicular to both (KPER).   KOP is low, KPD is highest at the base in the 1283 

central domain, and KPER at the rim (Fig.S2G-H).  1284 

Movie S4. Volumetric models of primordium emergence: Formation of a eudicot 1285 

leaf, Fig.4C-K 1286 

The wild-type eudicot leaf (Fig.4C-D), prs mutant (Fig.4E-F), prs/wox1 mutant (Fig.4G-1287 

H), and ad-abaxial mutant (Fig.4I-K) models are shown. The models approximate a 1288 

meristem apex with a dome-shaped volumetric canvas. Within the primordial zone 1289 

(PZ) central (blue), lateral (red), outer lateral (dark red) and marginal (cyan) domains 1290 

are defined. In the prs mutant model the marginal domain is removed, and the PZ 1291 

truncated accordingly. In the prs/wox1 mutant model the marginal and outer lateral 1292 

domains are removed, and the PZ truncated accordingly.  In the abaxialised mutant, 1293 

adaxial identity is removed, leaving only abaxial identity (orange), the PZ is restricted 1294 

to the central domain, and the midplane (green) is restricted to an axial domain. In all 1295 

models, orthoplanar polarity points from the surface towards the midplane (green) and 1296 

axial domains (dark blue) and the proximal-distal polarity (PD) field (blue arrows) 1297 

points from the PZ boundary towards the midvein tip and meristem apex. Specified 1298 

growth rates are defined parallel to the orthoplanar field (KOP), or PD field (KPD), and 1299 

perpendicular to both (KPER) (Fig. S2I-L). 1300 

Movie S5. Tissue sheet models of further primordium emergence: grass leaf 1301 

development, Fig.3D-H,I-L, Fig.S4, Fig.S7A-B 1302 

The wild-type grass leaf (Fig.3D-H) and narrowsheath mutant (Fig.3I-L) models are 1303 

shown. The models start with an initial ring with overlapping margins intersected by a 1304 

clonal sector (yellow). The primordial zone (PZ) has central (blue), lateral (red) and 1305 



marginal (cyan) domains. In the narrowsheath mutant model the marginal domain is 1306 

removed and the PZ accordingly truncated. At the end of phase 2 of the model, the 1307 

proximal sheath domain (grey overlay) is introduced and further modulates growth 1308 

rates. At timestep 0.7 the distal upper leaf (purple) and proximal upper leaf (orange), 1309 

and lower leaf domains are indicated, but have no effect on growth rates. Specified 1310 

growth rates parallel (KPD) and perpendicular (KPER) to PD polarity, and in thickness 1311 

(KNOR) are modulated by the different domains in the medial-lateral and proximal-distal 1312 

axes (Fig.S4, Fig.S7A-B).  1313 

Movie S6. Tissue sheet models of further primordium emergence: Petiole-1314 

Sheath Hypothesis Eudicot Models, Fig.4L-O,T-U 1315 

The wild-type eudicot leaf (Fig.4L-O), prs mutant (Fig. 4T) and prs/wox1 (Fig.4U) 1316 

mutant models are shown. All three models start with an initial ring with overlapping 1317 

margins. The primordial zone (PZ) is patterned in the mediolateral axis with central 1318 

(blue), lateral (red), outer lateral (dark red) and marginal (cyan) domains. In the prs 1319 

mutant model the marginal domain is removed and the PZ accordingly truncated. In 1320 

the prs/wox1 mutant model the marginal and outer lateral domains are removed, and 1321 

the PZ accordingly truncated. At timestep 0.7 the distal upper leaf (purple) and 1322 

proximal upper leaf (orange), and lower leaf domains are indicated, but have no effect 1323 

on growth rates. At the end of phase 2 of the model, the proximal sheath domain (grey 1324 

overlay) is introduced and further modulates growth rates. Specified growth rates 1325 

parallel (KPD) and perpendicular (KPER) to PD polarity, and in thickness (KNOR) are 1326 

modulated by the different domains in the medial-lateral and proximal-distal axes.  1327 



Movie S7. Tissue sheet models of further primordium emergence: Petiole-Leaf 1328 

Hypothesis Eudicot Models, Fig.4P-S,V, Fig.S6, Fig.S7E-F 1329 

The wild-type eudicot leaf (Fig.4P-S), and prs/wox1 (Fig.4V) mutant models are 1330 

shown. Both models start with an initial ring with overlapping margins. The primordial 1331 

zone (PZ) is patterned in the mediolateral axis with central (blue), lateral (red), outer 1332 

lateral (dark red) and marginal (cyan) domains. In the prs/wox1 mutant model the 1333 

marginal and outer lateral domains are removed, and the PZ accordingly truncated. 1334 

At timestep 0.7 the distal upper leaf (purple), proximal upper leaf (orange), and lower 1335 

leaf domains are introduced and used to modulate growth rates. At the end of phase 1336 

2 of the model, the proximal sheath domain (grey overlay) is introduced. Specified 1337 

growth rates parallel (KPD) and perpendicular (KPER) to PD polarity, and in thickness 1338 

(KNOR) are modulated by the different domains in the medial-lateral and proximal-distal 1339 

axes (Fig.S6, Fig.S7E-F).  1340 


